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Finding new friends is never easy, even for monsters living under the sea.It was a beautiful day at

the beach and Brody was having fun in the sand. When everyone watched a boat pulled down by

gigantic tentacles, everyone was ran away from the beach. But brave Brody decides to find out what

happened and why.Brody shows us all that it doesn't matter what you look like, everyone can be

friends.Would you like a free children's ebook? Visit our website CozyBearstudio.com to find out

more!This is an ebook so there's no waiting for your book to arrive.Download and enjoy the story

today!
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I thought this was an excellent book. I read a lot with my child, and this is the first one weâ€™ve

read about a kracken! I like how the books by this author/illustrator team also include morals. The

story of Brody and the Kracken is heart-warming and perfect for teaching young kids about

acceptance, empathy, and the importance of friendship.It delivers this excellent message through

top-notch, vivid illustrations. Theyâ€™re fresh, and not the typical illustrations you see in kidsâ€™

picture books. (I particularly loved the newspaper headlines/images.) Highly recommended!



Brody And The Lonely Kraken is the story of a young boy who shows no fear against a sea

monster. Brody is enjoying himself at the beach when a sea monster takes a ship down but Brody

shows no fear and goes out into the sea to wait for the elusive sea monster known as Kraken.

When Kraken finally appears and takes Brody down to the sea floor, Brody realizes why the Kraken

does what he does. With a new friendship between the two, they set out to change the way the town

see Kraken!I really enjoyed this story, this could be a good teaching book for kids to how them even

bullies need friends. The pictures were perfect for the story-line and it makes you get even more into

the story with the well done Illustrations that make the book! I may be an adult without kids reading

this book but I can see where kids will enjoy this story that will make them love Kraken even though

he maybe a scary monster in the beginning, his true colors come out with someone willing to be his

friend!Thank You to KayeC Jones & Russ Hughes for this perfect book about what friendship can

do to a person!!I received this book from the Author in exchange for a honest review.

KayeC Jones and Russ Hughes have done it again. This is another child-friendly, beautifully-drawn,

exciting story that has a good message.Brody was at the beach one day when he saw bubbles rise

to the surface of the sea, followed by tentacles that pulled a boat underwater. Everyone on the

beach ran, but Brody slipped into a rowboat and rowed out to meet the monster, Mr. Kranken.

Kranken was surprised that Brody was not afraid of him.Brody asked Kranken why he did what he

did. Kranken answered and told him also that he wanted to find out how he could make up for the

troubles he caused.Children will be fascinated to find out why Kranken stole boats containing

people, how Brody saved the people, and what advice Brody gave to Kranken.Children will also

begin to think about becoming a hero.
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